
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

NATANAEL RIVERA,

Plaintiff,
v.

MICHAEL SCHULTZ, SAMUEL MENNING,

LAWRENCE PETERSON, and JOHN DOE 1,

Defendants.

PRELIMINARY PRETRIAL

CONFERENCE ORDER

     12-cv-240-bbc

_____________________________________________________________________________________

This court held a recorded telephonic preliminary pretrial conference on September 25,

2012.  Plaintiff is representing himself and appeared without an attorney.  Defendants appeared

by John Glinski.

At the hearing, Rivera reported that he has been transferred from the Green Bay

Correctional Institution to the Wisconsin Resource Center (WRC), which has caused him to lose

access to the jailhouse lawyer who was assisting him with this lawsuit.  Rivera also reported that

he has limited access to postage and writing materials.   Rivera stated that as a result of all this,

although he would like to pursue this lawsuit, he currently feels a bit overwhelmed.  Defendants,

by counsel, responded that there may be a quick end to this case, since defendants planned

promptly to file a motion for summary judgment limited to their contention that Rivera had

failed to exhaust his administrative remedies, a contention that Rivera disputed. Under the

circumstances, the court decided simply to set a deadline for the state to file its narrow motion

and to set a trial date as a placeholder.

The trial date is November 12, 2013, with a final pretrial conference beginning at 8:30

a.m. and jury selection beginning at 9:00 a.m.  If Rivera survives the state’s exhaustion motion,

we will schedule additional procedures and deadlines leading toward trial.         



Two days later, September 27, 2012, the defendants filed their motion for summary

judgment, claiming that Rivera had failed to exhaust his administrative remedies.  See dkts. 30,

31, and 32.  The court’s computer automatically set Rivera’s response deadline at October 11,

2012.  With this order, I am adding a week to give Rivera more time to figure out what he needs

to do and then to do it.  His response deadline is moved to October 18, 2012, with the state’s

reply due by October 26, 2012.    

The defendants, in their brief claim that after Rivera filed his complaint regarding the

April 28, 2011 search by the defendants and it was dismissed, he did not appeal it in a timely

fashion.  The defendants have submitted the entire set of documents showing what Rivera filed

and how GBCI responded.  See Affidavit of Welcome Rose and attachments, dkt. 32. 

Apparently, ICE dismissed Rivera’s complaint on May 2, 2011 because Rivera’s allegations

already were being investigated by supervisory staff, “there [was] no need to conduce a paralle

investigation in the ICRS.”  Then Rivera filed a DOC-2182 form to appeal this decision, but was

told that this was the wrong form: he should have used a DOC-405.  By the time Rivera filed

the correct form, too much time had elapsed and the reviewer found “no good cause for the late

submission” and dismissed Rivera’s appeal as untimely.  The Secretary of the DOC accepted this

decision.  So, Rivera did complete the complaint process, but according to the defendants, he

did not complete it in the way that DOC required, which means he did not properly exhaust his

state administrative remedies.

I offer this overview only to simplify the defendants’ ground for asking this court to

throw out Rivera’s lawsuit.  The court will conduct its own review of the documents and the
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applicable law after Rivera has had a chance to offer his input.  Rivera has until October 18,

2012 to do so.  Rivera does not need to submit new copies of the documents that the defendants

already have submitted.  Rivera does not have to do legal research on this matter, although he

may; Rivera may rest assured that the court will do its own legal research to determine if the

defendants’ view of the exhaustion dispute is accurate.  But it is important that, not later than

October 18, 2012,  Rivera confirm to this court that he disagrees with the defendants’ argument

and explain why he disagrees with it.         

Entered this 28  day of September, 2012.th

BY THE COURT:

/s/

STEPHEN L. CROCKER

Magistrate Judge
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HELPFUL TIPS FOR FILING 

A SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION

Please read the attached directions carefully – doing so will save your time and the court’s.

REMEMBER:

1.  All facts necessary to sustain a party’s position on a motion for summary judgment

must be explicitly proposed as findings of fact.  This includes facts establishing jurisdiction. 

(Think of your proposed findings of fact as telling a story to someone who knows nothing of the

controversy.)

2.  The court will not search the record for factual evidence.  Even if there is evidence in

the record to support your position on summary judgment, if you do not propose a finding of

fact with the proper citation, the court will not consider that evidence when deciding the

motion.

3.   A fact properly proposed by one side will be accepted by the court as undisputed

unless the other side properly responds to the proposed fact and establishes that it is in dispute.

4.  Your brief is the place to make your legal argument, not to restate the facts.  When

you finish it, check it over with a fine tooth comb to be sure you haven’t relied upon or assumed

any facts in making your legal argument that you failed to include in the separate document

setting out your proposed findings of fact.

5.  A chart listing the documents to be filed by the deadlines set by the court for briefing

motions for summary judgment or cross-motions for summary judgment is printed on the last

page of the procedures. 

Revised March 2006



MEMORANDUM TO PRO SE LITIGANTS

REGARDING SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS

This court expects all litigants, including persons representing themselves, to follow

this court’s Procedures to be Followed on Motions for Summary Judgment.  If a party does

not follow the procedures, there will be no second chance to do so.  Therefore, PAY

ATTENTION to the following list of mistakes pro se plaintiffs tend to make when they

oppose a defendant’s motion for summary judgment:

• Problem:  The plaintiff does not answer the defendant’s proposed facts

correctly.    

Solution:  To answer correctly, a plaintiff must file a document titled

“Response to Defendant’s Proposed Findings of Fact.”  In this document, the

plaintiff must answer each numbered fact that the defendant proposes, using

separate paragraphs that have the same numbers as defendant’s paragraphs. 

See Procedure II.D.  If plaintiff does not object to a fact that the defendant

proposes, he should answer, “No dispute.”

• Problem:  The plaintiff submits his own set of proposed facts without

answering the defendant’s facts. 

Solution:  Procedure II.B. allows a plaintiff to file his own set of proposed facts

in response to a defendant’s motion ONLY if he thinks he needs additional

facts to prove his claim.

• Problem:  The plaintiff does not tell the court and the defendant where there

is evidence in the record to support his version of a fact. 

Solution:  Plaintiff must pay attention to Procedure II.D.2., which tells him

how to dispute a fact proposed by the defendant.  Also, he should pay

attention to Procedure I.B.2., which explains how a new proposed fact should

be written.

• Problem:  The plaintiff supports a fact with an exhibit that the court cannot

accept as evidence because it is not authenticated.  
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Solution:  Procedure I.C. explains what may be submitted as evidence.  A copy

of a document will not be accepted as evidence unless it is authenticated. 

That means that the plaintiff or someone else who has personal knowledge

what the document is must declare under penalty of perjury in a separate

affidavit that the document is a true and correct copy of what it appears to be. 

For example, if plaintiff wants to support a proposed fact with evidence that

he received a conduct report, he must submit a copy of the conduct report,

together with an affidavit in which he declares under penalty of perjury that

the copy is a true and unaltered copy of the conduct report he received on

such and such a date.   

NOTE WELL:  If a party fails to respond to a fact proposed by the opposing party,

the court will accept the opposing party’s proposed fact as undisputed.  If a party’s response

to any proposed fact does not comply with the court’s procedures or cites evidence that is

not admissible, the court will take the opposing party’s factual statement as true and

undisputed.  You’ll find additional tips for making sure that your submissions comply with

the court’s procedures on page 8 of this packet.

Revised M arch 2006
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED ON MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I.  MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

A. Contents:

1. A motion, together with such materials permitted by Rule 56(e) as the moving

party may wish to serve and file; and

2. In a separate document, a statement of proposed findings of fact or a

stipulation of fact between or among the parties to the action, or both; and

3. Evidentiary materials (see I.C.); and

4. A supporting brief.

B. Rules Regarding Proposed Findings of Fact:

1. Each fact must be proposed in a separate, numbered paragraph, limited as

nearly as possible to a single factual proposition.

2. Each factual proposition must be followed by a reference to evidence

supporting the proposed fact. The citation must make it clear where in the

record the evidence is located. If a party is citing an affidavit of a witness who

has submitted multiple affidavits or the deposition of a witness who has been

deposed multiple times, that party should include the date the cited document

was filed with the court. For example, 

1. Plaintiff Smith bought six Holstein calves on

July 11, 2006. Harold Smith Affidavit, filed Jan.

6, 2007, p.1, ¶ 3.

3. The statement of proposed findings of fact shall include ALL factual

propositions the moving party considers necessary for judgment in the party’s
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favor.  For example, the proposed findings shall include factual statements

relating to jurisdiction, the identity of the parties, the dispute, and the context

of the dispute.

4. The court will not consider facts contained only in a brief.

C. Evidence

1. As noted in I.B. above, each proposed finding must be supported by

admissible evidence.  The court will not search the record for evidence. To

support a proposed fact, you may use:

a. Depositions.  Give the name of the witness, the date of the deposition,

and page of the transcript of cited deposition testimony;

b. Answers to Interrogatories.  State the number of the interrogatory and

the party answering it;

c. Admissions made pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 36.  (state the number of

the requested admission and the identity of the parties to whom it was

directed); or

d. Other Admissions.  The identity of the document, the number of the

page, and paragraph of the document in which that admission is made.

e. Affidavits.  The page and paragraph number, the name of the affiant,

and the date of the affidavit.  (Affidavits must be made by persons who

have first hand knowledge and must show that the person making the

affidavit is in a position to testify about those facts.)

f. Documentary evidence that is shown to be true and correct, either by

an affidavit or by stipulation of the parties.  (State exhibit number,

page and paragraph.)

II.  RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

A. Contents:

1. A response to the moving party’s proposed finding of fact; and

2. A brief in opposition to the motion for summary judgment; and
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3. Evidentiary materials (See I.C.)

B.  In addition to responding to the moving party’s proposed facts, a responding party may

propose its own findings of fact following the procedure in section I.B. and C. above.  

1. A responding party should file additional proposed findings of fact if it needs

them to defeat the motion for summary judgment.

2. The purpose of additional proposed findings of fact is to SUPPLEMENT the

moving party’s proposed findings of fact, not to dispute any facts proposed by the

moving party. They do not take the place of responses.  Even if the responding

party files additional proposed findings of fact, it MUST file a separate response

to the moving party’s proposed findings of fact.

 

C. Unless the responding party puts into dispute a fact proposed by the moving party, the

court will conclude that the fact is undisputed.

D. Rules Regarding Responses to the Moving Party’s Proposed Factual Statements:

1. Answer each numbered fact proposed by the moving party in separate paragraphs,

using the same number. 

2. If you dispute a proposed fact, state your version of the fact and refer to evidence

that supports  that version.  For example, 

Moving party proposes as a fact:

“1.  Plaintiff Smith purchased six Holstein calves from Dell’s Dairy Farm on July

11, 2006.  Harold Smith Affidavit, Jan. 6, 2007, p.1, ¶ 3.”  

Responding party responds:

“1.  Dispute.  The purchase Smith made from Dell’s Dairy Farm on July 11, 2006

was for one Black Angus bull  John Dell Affidavit, Feb. 1, 2007,  Exh. A.”

3. The court prefers but does not require that the responding party repeat verbatim

the moving party’s proposed fact and then respond to it.  Using this format for

the example above would lead to this response by the responding party:

“1.  Plaintiff Smith purchased six Holstein calves from Dell’s Dairy Farm on July 11,

2006.  Harold Smith Affidavit, Jan. 6, 2007, p.1, ¶ 3.  
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“Dispute. The purchase Smith made from Dell’s Dairy Farm on July 11, 2006

was for one Black Angus bull.”  John Dell Affidavit, Feb. 1, 2007,  Exh. A.”

4. When a responding party disputes a proposed finding of fact, the response must

be limited to those facts necessary to raise a dispute. The court will disregard any

new facts that are not directly responsive to the proposed fact.  If a responding

party believes that more facts are necessary to tell its story, it should include them

in its own proposed facts, as discussed in II.B.  

 E. Evidence

1. Each fact proposed in disputing a moving party’s proposed factual statement and

all additional facts proposed by the responding party must be supported by

admissible evidence.  The court will not search the record for evidence. To

support a proposed fact, you may use evidence as described in Procedure I.C.1.

a. through f.

2. The court will not consider any factual propositions made in response to the

moving party’s proposed facts that are not supported properly and sufficiently by

admissible evidence.

III.  REPLY BY MOVING PARTY

A.  Contents:

1. An answer to each numbered factual statement made by the responding party in

response to the moving party’s proposed findings of fact, together with references

to evidentiary materials; and

2. An answer to each additional numbered factual statement proposed by the

responding party under Procedure II.B., if any, together with references to

evidentiary materials; and

3. A reply brief; and

4. Evidentiary materials (see I.C.)

B. If the responding party has filed additional proposed findings of fact, the moving party

should file its response to those proposed facts at the same time as its reply, following the

procedure in section II.
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C. When the moving party answers the responding party’s responses to the moving party’s

original proposed findings of fact, and answers the responding party’s additional

proposed findings of fact, the court prefers but does not require that the moving party

repeat verbatim the entire sequence associated with each proposed finding of fact so that

reply is a self-contained history of all proposed facts, responses and replies by all parties. 

 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Deadline 1

(All deadlines appear in the

Preliminary Pretrial Conference

Order Sent to the Parties Earlier)

Deadline 2 Deadline 3

moving party’s motion

moving party’s brief non-moving party’s response brief moving party’s reply brief

moving party’s proposed findings of

fact

non-moving party’s response to

moving party’s proposed findings of

fact

moving party’s reply to non-moving

party’s response to moving party’s

proposed findings of fact

non-moving party’s additional

proposed findings of fact 

moving party’s response to non-moving

party’s additional proposed findings of

fact, if any.
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